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Abstract. Automatic video segmentation is the first and necessary step
for content-based video analysis. The goal of segmentation is to organize
a long video file into several smaller units. The smallest basic unit is shot.
Relevant shots are typically grouped into a high-level unit called scene.
Each scene is part of a story. Browsing these scenes unfolds the entire
story of a film, enabling users to locate their desired video segments
quickly and efficiently.
Scene segmentation using visual property has been intensively studied
in recent years and utilizing audio information is given relatively less
attention. In this paper, we investigate different approaches to utilize
video and audio information. We also proposal our novel audio-assisted
scene segmentation techniques. The crux of our approach is audio fea-
ture analysis and divergence measurement. The performance of different
approaches were evaluated on full-length films with wide range of cam-
era motion and a complex composition of shots. The experimental results
show that our approach outperforms two recent audio-assisted techniques
based on audio-video alignment method.

1 Introduction

Rapid advances in multimedia processing and multimedia system have made
digital videos an important part of many emerging applications such as distance
learning, digital libraries, and electronic commerce. Searching for a desired video
segment from a large collection of videos becomes increasingly more difficult as
more digital videos are easily created. A well-known search approach matching
user-specified keywords with titles, subjects, or short text descriptions is not
effective because these descriptions are too coarse to capture rich semantics
inherent in most videos. As a result, a long list of search results is expected.
Users pinpoint their desired video segment by watching each video from the
beginning or skimming through the video using fast-forward and fast-reverse
operations.

Content-based video browsing and retrieval is an alternative that lets users
browse and retrieve desired video segments in a non-sequential fashion. Video
segmentation divides a video file into shots defined as a contiguous sequence of
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video frames recorded from a single camera operation [1–3]. More meaningful
high-level aggregates of shots are then generated for browsing and retrieval.
This is because (i) users are more likely to recall important events rather than a
particular shot or frame [4]; and (ii) the number of shots in a typical film is too
large for effective browsing (e.g., about 600-1500 shots for a typical film [5]).

Since manual segmentation is very time consuming (i.e., ten hours of work for
one hour of video [5]), recent years have seen a plethora of research on automatic
video segmentation techniques. A typical automatic video segmentation involves
three important steps. The first step is shot boundary detection (SBD). A shot
boundary is declared if a dissimilarity measure between consecutive frames ex-
ceeds a threshold. Examples of recent SBD techniques are [3, 6, 1, 2, 7–11]. The
second step is key-frame selection that extracts one or more frames that best
represent the shot, termed key-frame(s) for each shot. Recent techniques in-
clude [12–14,2, 3, 15]. Scene segmentation is the final step that groups related
shots into a meaningful high-level unit termed a scene1 in this paper. We focus
on this step for a narrative film– a film that tells a story [16]. Viewers under-
stand a complex story through the identification of important events and the
association of these events by cause and effect, time, and space. Most movies are
narrative.

1.1 Motivation for Audio-Assisted Scene Segmentation

Scene segmentation is a procedure that groups related shots into a meaningful
high-level unit termed scene. Since both audio and visual information are very
important for understanding narrative film, we shall consider utilizing both of
them in scene segmentation. On the other hand, audio and visual information
are represented by a sequence of feature. There is a big gap between objective
feature space and subjective scene.

Scene segmentation using visual property has been intensively studied in
recent years [17, 4, 18–22]. Utilizing audio information is given relatively less
attention [23–25]. As pointed out by [16], different auditory cues(i.e. harmonis-
tic, common-onset etc.) compete for the user’s attention and depending upon
the context and the knowledge of the user, will result in different perceptions.
Though, the role played by higher forms of knowledge in grouping is yet to be
ascertained.

Another issue we have to consider is how to combine the audio informa-
tion with video information to get a consistent final scene boundaries. As noted
by [16], films, especially motion pictures, always exhibit interactions between au-
dio and video information changes. It’s common that audio information change
but not video video information change or video changes within an consistent
audio clips.

According to the different approaches to deal with the combination of audio
and video information, existing audio-assisted scene segmentation techniques
can be divided into two categories. The first category get the audio and video

1 The term “scene” has been used to mean shots in some publications.
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scene separately. Then audio-video alignment method is used to merge the audio
and video scene boundaries into final scene boundaries. The second category get
the video scene boundaries first. Then the audio information analysis method is
applied to existing video scene boundaries to determine the final scene.

1.2 Our Approach and Contribution

In this paper, we first introduce how to get video scene boundaries by ShotWeave [26],
a very successful technique which use unique video feature selection and efficient
clustering algorithm. Secondly, we extract several audio features. Different from
most of the existing techniques, we analyze the audio feature distribution care-
fully. Based on those analysis, we import the definition of ”divergence” from
information theory and proposal our robust divergency measurement for au-
dio information. This novel approach has quite strong mathematic basis and
can be strictly approved. Finally, we implement our approach and two recent
audio-assisted scene segmentation techniques. Both techniques use audio-video
alignment method and were shown to perform well for motion pictures. We
evaluate the performance of the three techniques through experiments on two
full-length films, each lasting more than 100 minutes. Our experimental results
show that our approach gives better segmentation accuracy and is faster than
the two techniques.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize
the recent techniques. The ShotWeave scene segmentation, which use only visual
information, is presented in section 3. In section 4, the novel audio-assisted ap-
proach is introduced. In section 5, we present the characteristic of test videos and
the experiments results of the three techniques are presented. The last section
offers our conclusion remarks.

2 Audio-Video Alignment Scene Segmentation

In this section, we summarize two recent audio-assisted technique [22, 27]. Both
of them get video and audio scene boundary separately and combine the result
to get the final boundary. Due to lack of the original names given by the original
authors, these techniques are referred as Correlation Analysis (CA) approach
for the technique by Hao et al [22] and Audio-Visual Memory Models(AVMM)
approach for the work by by Sundaram et al [27].

2.1 Correlation Analysis Approach

Hao et al [22] proposal a two stage audio assisted video segmentation technique.
In the first stage, a audio segmentation scheme is used to segment audio tracks
into speech, music, environment sound and silence segments. In the second stage,
correlation analysis method is used for video shot clustering and the audio and
video boundaries are merged into the final scene boundaries.
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1. Audio Classification
At first, the digital audio stream is divided into many one second audio
clips. For each audio clips, a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) audio classifier
and LSP analysis are used to classify each clips into speech and non-speech.
After speech discrimination, non-speech class is further classified into music,
environment sound and silence segment by simple rule-based model. Figure 1
shows the block diagram for audio classification.

Digital Audio Stream

KNN Classifier Based
on ZCR, STE and SF

LSP Analysis

Search Discriminator

Speech ?

Speaker Change
Detection

Yes

Final   Audio   Segmentation

Caculate
Band

Periodicity

Caculate
Noise

Frame Rate

Spectrun
Flux and

Band
Energy

Distribution

Music, Environment Sound
and Silence Discrimination

End of Audio?

No

No

Yes

End

Fig. 1. Audio segmentation and classification block diagram

2. Video Shot Clustering
As the first step, the shot boundaries are found by standard histogram com-
parison algorithm. Then consecutive shots are grouped together according
to their correlations. Specifically, a color correlation score is used to measure
shot correlation quantitatively. The score is calculated by dominant color
object comparison and tracking between the two shots.

3. Integration of Audio Scene and Video Scene
In the first stage, audio breaks are detected in one-second intervals. Then
shot breaks are detected. If this audio break and shot break are detected
simultaneously within the interval, the shot boundaries is marked as a po-
tential scene boundary . In the second stage, a sequence of shots whose
objects or background are closely correlated, are grouped by the color corre-
lation algorithms. The potential scene boundaries detected in the first step
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by audio analysis pass will be marked as final scene boundaries when they
coincide with that determined by the color correlation analysis

2.2 Audio-Visual Memory Models Approach

Sundaram et al [27] proposal a scene segmentation techniques based on
audio-visual memory models. The scene in this paper is called ”Computable
Scene”, defined as a chunk of audio-visual data that exhibits long-term
consistency with regard to three properties: (a) chromaticity (b)lighting
(c)ambient sound. In this approach, audio and video stream are segmented
separately and the detector’s results are aligned into final results by ambi-
guity window algorithm.

(a) Memory Model
In order to segment data into scenes, a causal, first-in-first-our(FIFO)
model of memory is used. There are two parameters in the model:(a)memory:
this is the net amount of information (Tm) with the viewer and (b)attention
span: it is the most recent data (Tas) in the memory of the listener.

memory Tm

attention span  Tat

time

t0

Fig. 2. The attention span (Tas) is the most recent data in the buffer. The memory
(Tm) is the size of the entire buffer.

(b) Determining Audio Scenes
For a memory window Tm and any instance t0 in this window, the fol-
lowing things are executed sequently

– step 1: Determine the optimal envelope fit for feature values in the
memory window Tm

– step 2: Define a local correlation function in the instance t0 based
on the envelop fit
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– step 3: Compute the exponential decay parameter from correlation
function

– step 4; Compute the decision function in the instance t0 by adding
all the exponential decay parameter together

– step 5: The audio-scene change is detected using the local minimal
of the decision function.

(c) Determining Video Scenes
The algorithms is based on notions of recall and coherence. Some pre-
processing procedures, such as shot boundary detection, should be done
to decrease the computational complexity.
A point in time (t0) is defined to be a scene transition boundary if the
shots after that point do not recall the shots prior to that point. The
idea of recall between two shots a and b is formalized as follows:

R(a, b) =
(
1 − d(a, b)

)
× fa × fb × (1 −

∆t

Tm
) (1)

where d(a, b) is a L1 color-histogram based distance between the key-
frames corresponding to the two shots, fi is the ratio of the length of
shot i to the memory size (Tm), ∆t is the time difference between the
two shots.
Coherence at instance t0 is easily defined using the definition of recall:

C(t0) =

(∑
a∈Tas

∑
b∈(Tm/Tas) R(a, b)

)

Cmax(t0)
(2)

where Cmax(t0) is obtained by setting d(a, b) = 0 in the formula for recall
equation and re-evaluating the numerator of equation.

(d) Aligning the Detector Results
A simple time-constrained nearest-neighbor algorithms is used to gen-
erate correspondences between the audio and video scene boundaries.
The core idea is to define an ambiguity window around any boundaries.
For each window, check whether they are intersection with other win-
dows. Pick up those boundaries without any intersections as real scene
boundaries.

3 Audio-Assisted Scene Segmentation Approach

In this section, we first present how to find video scene boundary using ShotWeave [26].
We then discuss how to refine the video scene boundaries using audio informa-
tion.
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3.1 Video Scene Boundary Detection Using ShotWeave

The video scene boundary is detected by using ShotWeave [26]. This technique
is based on the a stricter scene definition, a novel feature extraction and an
efficient clustering algorithm.

1. Stricter Scene Definition
We now give the definition f the three types of events in Table 1 and the
interpretation of the event type. Most shots are part of interacting events
or non-interacting events. The interaction in the interacting event may be
between characters in the same or different locale (e.g, face-to-face conversa-
tion or phone conversation). The definition of strict scene definition based on
these evert types are stated in Table 2. Most scenes belong to the serial-event
type where the scene consists of only the interacting event. The travelling-
scene type indicates a significant change in locations and/or times between
neighboring scenes.

Table 1. Definition of event.

An event belongs to one of the following types.

Event Type Definition

A travelling event One or more characters travel together crossing different locales
and spending a brief period of screen time in each locale.

An interacting event An interaction between two or more characters or
between character(s) and objects of interest.

A non-interacting event Consecutive shots happening in the same locale, but do not
belong to the above event types.

Table 2. Strict Scene Definition.

A scene belongs to one of the following types.

Scene Type Description

A traveling scene Consists of exactly one traveling event.

A serial-event scene Consists of zero or more non-interacting events as establishment,
an interacting event, and zero or more non-interacting events as
re-establishment.

A parallel-event scene Consists of two or more serial-event scenes happening simultaneously
in the story time.
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2. Feature Extraction

Different from some recent techniques, ShotWeave does not use global fea-
tures. It extracts features from two pre-determined areas of key-frames in-
stead of the entire key-frames. These region are carefully selected to capture
essential information needed to maintain viewers’ thought in presence of shot
breaks and to reduce noise that often confuse existing techniques.

w

FW

FH: Frame height in number of MPEG blocks
FW: Frame width in number of MPEG blocks
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2 2
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Lh2
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Lh
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Feature
Extraction

E

B
C

D

C

feature vector

(a) Selected regions (b) Feature extraction

Fig. 3. Selected regions and feature extraction.

Specifically, each shot is represented by two key-frames, the first and the
last frames of the shot. For each key-frame, a feature vector of five visual
features is extracted from two pre-determined regions (see Fig. 3(a)). Each
feature is called a color key. Hence, we do not need the more discriminating
features such as color histogram or block matching.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), five color keys are extracted from the entire u back-
ground region, the upper left corner (B), the upper right corner (C), the
bottom left corner (D), and the bottom right corner (E), respectively. The
shape of the region is designed for (i) capturing the essential area of frames
according to the strict scene definition and (ii) easy feature extraction that
does not require complex object segmentation.

3. Efficient Clustering Algorithms
The input of the algorithms are video file, shot boundary information, for-
ward search range f and backward search range r. The algorithms is listed
as following:

– Step 1: Read the shot boundary information and ignore the very short
(less than one second) shot. Set the first shot as the current shot.

– Step 2: Forward comparison:

- Step 2.1: Find the nearest matching shots using the feature compar-
ison method.
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- Step 2.2: If a matching shot of the current shot is found, grouping
the matching pair and the shots in this pair into the same scene.

- step 2.3: The matching shot becomes the current shot and goto step
2.1.

– Step 3: Backward comparison. Suppose i is the shot number of the cur-
rent shot. Repeat the following steps until i is out of the pre-defined
thresh hold.

- Step 3.1: Find the nearest matching shot between shot i-1 and shots
i+1, i+1,. . .,i-1+f using the feature comparison method.

- Step 3.2: If a matching shot of shot i-1 is found, group the matching
pair and the shots in this pair into the same scene. The matching
shot becomes the current shot and goto step 2.

- step 3.3: Otherwise set i = i − 1.

– Step 4: Repeat step 2 and step 3 until we reach the end of the video file

4 Refine the Video Scene Boundary Using Audio

Information

Since ShotWeave only use visual information, further improvement should based
on audio information. In this section, we first analyze the result of ShotWeave.
Based on the analysis, we proposal a novel audio-assisted approach to refine the
video scene boundary.

4.1 Some Hidden Patterns Behind the Video Scene Boundary

From our experience [26] with ShotWeave, we found several hidden patterns
behind the experimental result of ShotWeave.

1. Pattern 1: ShotWeave has a reasonable high recall and relative low precision.
That means ShotWeave can ”recall” a large portion of real scene boundaries
however generates a lots of ”error” boundaries.

2. Pattern 2: Several scenes, each consisting of a single shot were found. These
single-shot scenes are in fact establishing shots of the nearest subsequent
scene and should not consider as a real scene boundaries . We also found the
audio information in those single shot scenes is similar to its neighbor scene.

3. Pattern 3: Most of the audio clips contains several types of audio signal, such
as speech, music, environment sound and so on.

From pattern 1, we know that our effort should focus on improving the preci-
sion of ShotWeave. We should ”remove” some ”false” boundaries. From pattern
2, we know that we can ”erase” a lot of ”false” boundaries if we can merge the
single shot scene with its nearest subsequent scene correctly. From pattern 3, we
conclude that it’s not easy to utilize the traditional audio classification method.
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4.2 Audio Feature Analysis

In order to refine the segmentation result by audio information, we should select
good features that can capture the essential audio information needed to main-
tain viewers’ thought in presence of shot breaks and to reduce noise. Based on
the work [28–31], we use those features: short-time energy, zero-crossing rate,
spectrum flux, linear Spectrum Pairs. we define all those features are short-term
frame level features since analysis over a very short time interval has been found
most effective, especially for the complex audio signal.

1. Short-Time Energy
Short-Time Energy (STE) is widely used and easy to compute audio feature.
Since it’s a reliable indicator for silence detection, STE is a effective feature
for discriminating speech and music signals. Specifically, the STE in frame
n is calculated by:

STE(n) =

√√√√ 1

N

N−1∑

i=0

s2
n(i) (3)

where N is the frame length, and sn(i) is the ith sample in the nth frame.
Since the volume of an audio signal depends on the gain value of the recording
and digitizing devices, we normalize the value for a frame by the maximal
volume of some previous frames to eliminate the influence of such device-
dependent conditions.

2. Zero-Crossing Rate
Zero-Crossing rate (ZCR) is a very useful feature to characterize different
audio signals. ZCR of a frame is defined as the number of times that the
audio waveform crosses the zero axis, as following shows:

ZCR(n) =
1

2

(
N−1∑

i=1

∣∣∣sign
(
sn(i)

)
− sign

(
sn(i − 1)

)∣∣∣
)

fs

N
(4)

where N is the frame length, sn(i) is the ith sample in the nth audio frame,
fs is the sampling rate and sgn(.) is the sign function. ZCR is one of the
most indicative and robust measures to discern unvoiced speech.

3. Spectrum Flux
The spectrum of an audio frame refers to the Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT)
of the samples in this frame. The DFT of the nth frame of input signal is
defined as following:

A(n, k) =
∣∣∣

∞∑

m=−∞

x(m)w(nL − m)ej 2π

L
km
∣∣∣ (5)
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where x(m) is the original audio data, w(m) is the window function, L is
the window length. Based on A(n, k), we can define spectrum flux (SF) as
the average variation value of spectrum between the adjacent two frames in
a short-time analyze window:

SF =
1

(N − 1)(K − 1)

N−1∑

n=1

K−1∑

k=1

(
log
(
A(n, k) + δ

)
− log

(
A(n − 1, k) + δ

))

(6)

where k is the order of DFT, N is the total number of frames and δ is a very
small value to avoid calculation overflow.

4. Linear Spectral Pairs
Linear Spectral Pairs LSP are based on Linear Predictive (LP) Model. The
all-pole LP [32] models an audio signal sn by a linear combination of its past
values:

sn = −
∑

k=1

pak × sn−k + G × µn (7)

where sn is the present output, p is the prediction order, ak are the model
parameters called the linear predictor coefficients(LPC), sn−k are past out-
puts, G is a gain scaling factor, and µn is the present input. From the linear
prediction coefficients, we can get the inverse filter:

A(z) = 1 −

p∑

i=1

aiz
−i (8)

where ai, i = 1, . . . , p are LPC. According to [29, 31], LSP is another rep-
resentation of the coefficients of the inverse filter A(z). The p zeros of A(z)
are mapped onto the unit circle in the Z-plane through a pair of auxiliary
(p + 1)-order polynomials P (z) and Q(z).

P (z) = A(z) + z−(p+1)A(z−1)

Q(z) = A(z) − z−(p+1)A(z−1) (9)

The LSP ′s are the frequencies of the zeros of P (z) and Q(z). It has explicit
difference in each audio class.

4.3 Feature Distribution Analysis

To make the problem mathematic tractable, we first investigate the feature dis-
tribution in each shot. Based on the distribution pattern, we might assume that
the data are governed by a certain number of underlying parameters. After that,
we apply mathematic models to find the proper distance measure.
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1. Feature Distribution in Each Shot
In the last section, we define each feature as a short-term frame level features.
So for each frame, we get a sequence of values, each of them represent one of
the feature value for this frame. This sequence is called feature vector for this
frame. Furthermore, each shot is composed of hundreds of fames. So each
shot can be represented by a sequence of feature vectors. Mathematically,
this sequence of vector is represented as a matrix.
Now we are exploring the characteristic of those feature vectors. We use
statistical software S−PLUS to analyze the features. Here we list the density
graph and normal Q-Q plot for two typical features: ZCR and SF . The other
features have the similar density graph.
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8

0 31 2-3 -2 -1

(a) Density Graph for ZCR (b) Normal Q-Q Plot for ZCR

where N=338, Bandwidth=0.2495

Fig. 4. Density Graph and Normal Q-Q Plot for ZCR

The density graphs and normal Q-Q plot are based on one sample shot,
which contains 338 frames. The X-axis of density graphs represents the value
of the samples and the Y-axis represents the number of samples. The X-axis
of normal Q-Q plot means the value of samples which is transformed into a
standard normal distribution. The Y-axis represents the number of samples.
From figure 4 and fitgure 5, we find that normal distribution is a good
approximate for feature distribution. Suppose we select k features for shot i ,
we get a k-variate normal population N(µi, Σi) with µi = (µi1, µi2, . . . , µik),
the one-row matrices of mean values and Σi = σrs, r, s = 1, 2, . . . , k, the
covariance matrices. The k-variate normal pdf for shot i is defined as:

fi(x1, x2, . . . , xk) =
1

|2πΣi|
1

2

exp
(
−

1

2
(x − µi)

T Σ−1(x − µi)
)

(10)

2. Mean and Covariance Estimation for Each Shot
Because each shot has a large number of frames, we use recursive computa-
tion methods to estimate the mean and covariance [29].
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Fig. 5. Density Graph and Normal Q-Q Plot for SF

µ̂N+1 = µ̂N +
1

N + 1
(xN+1 − µ̂N ) (11)

Σ̂N+1 =
N − 1

N
Σ̂N +

1

N + 1
(xN+1 − µ̂N )(xN+1 − µ̂N )T (12)

where N is the frames (samples) index.

4.4 Clustering Algorithm Based on K-L Divergency

The goal of our clustering algorithm is to correct the ”false” scene boundaries
resulted from ShotWeave. So the kernel idea is to find the higher probability of
being false boundaries and merge those ”false” scenes to the right position.

In this section, we introduce a novel approach to check the similarity between
the ”false” scene and the ”correct” scene. From section 4.1, we know that most
single shot scene are ”false” scenes. From section 4.3, we know that the feature
vector in each shot comply with normal distribution. We import the definition
of ”Divergency” from information theory [33] to measure the similarity. We then
proposal a Weighted K-L Divergence to decompose the computation of distance
between scenes into the summarization of the distance among shots.

1. K-L Divergency Measurement
We define ”Divergence” as a measurement of distance(dissimilarity) between
two classes. From last section, we know that each shot can be represented as
a normal distribution. Suppose we have two shots, shot i and shot j. Both
of them are k-variate normal populations.

pi(x) ∼ N(µi, Σi)

pj(x) ∼ N(µj , Σj) (13)
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The average discrimination information for shot i versus shot j over all
observations, also known as Kullback-Leibler Number [33] is:

I(i, j) =

∫

x

pi(x) ln
pi(x)

pj(x)
dx (14)

The average discrimination information for shot j versus shot i over all
observations is:

I(j, i) =

∫

x

pj(x) ln
pj(x)

pi(x)
dx (15)

Thedivergence(the symmetric directed divergence) is defined as the total
average information for discriminating shot i from shot j is

Jij = I(i, j) + I(j, i)

=

∫

x

(
pi(x) − pj(x)

)
ln

pi(x)

pj(x)
dx (16)

Based on the Tou’s derivation [34], the divergence of these two normally
distributed shots is:

Jij =
1

2
ln

|Σj |

|Σi|
+

1

2
tr
(
Σi(Σ

−1
j − Σ−1

i )
)

+
1

2
tr
(
Σ−1

j (µi − µj)(µi − µj)
)

=
1

2
tr
(
(Σi − Σj)(Σ

−1
j − Σ−1

i )
)

+
1

2
tr
(
(Σ−1

i + Σ−1
j )δδT

)
(17)

where δ = µi − µj

2. Weighted K-L Divergence
In this algorithms, we proposal a distance measurement approach called
Weighted K-L Distance. Suppose scene i is composed by one shot si1 and
scene j is it’s neighbor scene which is composed by K shots, say sj1, sj2, . . . , sjK .
Suppose the K-L number between shot si1 and shot sjk (1 ≤ k ≤ K) is di1,jk

and the length (in terms of frames) between shot si1 and shot sjk is Li1,jk .
Define the K-L divergence distance between scene i and scene j Dis(i, j) as
following:

Dis(i, j) =

K∑

k=1

(Li1,jk)

TL(i, j)
di1,jk (18)

where TL(i, j) =
∑K

k=1 Li1,jk . This approach is based on the film literature:
the larger distance they are, the less possibility that they are in the same
scene.

3. Clustering Algorithms
Our clustering algorithms accept audio file and video scene boundary as
input. It checks the distance between each single shot scene and it’s neighbor
scene. If the distance is less than pre-defined thresh hold, mark this scene
and it’s neighbor as the same scene. Repeat this procedure until all the single
shot scene are checked. The algorithms is listed as following:
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– Step 1: Get audio file, video scene boundary information and shot bound-
ary information.

– Step 2: For current video scene:
- Step 2.1: If the current shot is a single shot scene and the length of

the scene is larger than some thresh hold, check the weighted K-L
distance between the current scene and it’s previous scene. If the
distance is less than some pre-defined thresh hold, mark them as the
same scene by using ”Merge” flag.

- Step 2.2: Check the weighted K-L distance between the current scene
and it’s next scene. If the distance is less than some pre-defined
thresh hold, mark them as the same scene by using ”Merge” flag.

- step 2.3: If the current scene is not the last scene in the video file,
move the current video scene pointer to the next video scene and go
to step 2.1. Otherwise finish step 2.

– Step 3: Start from the first scene, check each scene boundaries. If the
boundaries is marked as ”Merge” flag, merge the scene accordingly.

5 Performance Study

In this section, the performance of the existing techniques and our approach in
terms of segmentation accuracy and time is investigated on two test videos, each
lasting more than 100 minutes. Let Nc and Nt be the number of correct scene
boundaries and the total scene boundaries detected by a shot clustering tech-
nique, respectively. Nt includes both correct scene and false scene boundaries.
False boundaries do not correspond to any manually segmented boundaries. Na

denotes the total number of manually segmented scene boundaries. The following
metrics are used.

– Recall
(Hr)=

Nc

Na
. High recall is desirable; it indicates that the technique is able to

uncover most scene boundaries judged by humans.
– Precision

(Hp)=
Nc

Nt

. High precision is desirable, indicating that most automatically
detected boundaries are correct boundaries.

– Utility (Um)=αr · Hr + αp · Hp, where αr + αp = 1; αr and αp are the
weights for the recall and the precision, respectively. The values of αr or
αp are between 0 and 1. Utility measures the overall accuracy of a shot
clustering technique, taking both recall and precision into account. Different
weights of recall and precision can be used, depending on which measure
is more important to the user. In general, techniques offering high utility
are more effective. In this study, an equal weight is assigned to recall and
precision.

– Segmentation Time (Rt):
Time taken in seconds to cluster shots given that shot boundaries have been
detected and all needed features have been extracted. After shot detection,
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each shot has two key-frames with all necessary information for each of
the clustering algorithms such as DC values or color histograms of the key-
frames.

The implementation of CA approach and AVMM Approach is based on the
information described in the original papers. All the experiments were done on
an Intel Pentium IIII 2 GHz machine running Linux. Three techniques were
evaluated to determine the effectiveness of using several features and the feature
comparison in our approach compared to CA Approach and AVMM Approach.

5.1 Characteristics of Test Videos

Two MPEG-1 videos converted from the entire “Home Alone” (HA) and “Far
and Away” (FA) were used. Each video has the frame rate of 30 frames per
second and the frame size of 240× 352 pixels. Scenes were segmented manually
as follows.

– First, shot boundaries were manually determined. The boundaries were cate-
gorized into sharp cuts or gradual transitions of different types (dissolve, fade
in, fade out, and wipe). This is to investigate the use of gradual transitions
in narrative films.

– Second, shots were manually grouped into scenes according to the strict
scene definition. The brief description of the content and the functionality
of each shot in a scene (i.e., an establishing shot, a re-establishing shot, etc.)
were recorded.

The characteristics of the test videos are summarized in Table 3. We did
not use the same test videos as in the original papers of Audio-Visual Memory
Models Approach and Correlation Analysis Approach since the video titles were
not reported and some of those test videos were only 10-20 minute segments of
the entire movies. Table 3 reveals that gradual shot transitions occur in less than
one percent of the total number of shots in either movie. The average shot is
from 4-5 seconds in length. Both titles were produced in the 1990s, suggesting
that shot clustering techniques are important for newer films than early films2.
No temporal relations between shots (i.e., the manipulation of shots of different
lengths) to create certain feelings such as suspense were found in the two titles.

The best values of important parameters for each technique were experi-
mentally determined in the following subsections. This is done by varying the
value of the parameter being investigated and fixing the other parameters on
HA video. The best parameter values enable the technique to offer high recall
and precision.

2 Early films created around 1895-1905 tend to have shots of longer duration due to
lack of effective ways to edit shots at the time [16].
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Table 3. Characteristics of test videos.

Video Title HA FA

Duration (min:sec) 103:44 132.45

Number of scenes 62 58

Number of shots 1349 1493

Average shot length (in frames) 121 153

Number of abrupt shot cuts 1340 1490

Number of fade in/fade out 1 2

Number of dissolves 6 1

Number of wipes 2 0

5.2 Determining Important Parameter Values for Different

Audio-Assisted Scene Segmentation Approach

1. Parameter Values for CA Approach
In CA approach, we use two pattern recognition method: K-Nearest Neigh-
bor (K-NN) and simple rule based model. In K-NN model, the most im-
portant parameter is the Number of Nearest Neighbors (K). In the original
works, K-NN model is used to classify the speech and non speech. So we
set k as 2. In the simple rule based model, there are several threshold. The
first one is LSP distance threshold. Since LSP analysis is used to discrim-
inate speech and non-speech, we fixed a higher threshold as 30 and the
lower threshold as 20. Other thresholds include ShotT imeEnergy(STE),
NoiseFrameRatial(NFR), SpectrumFlux(SF ) and BandEnergyDistritution.
Those parameters are used to classify the non-speech class into music, envi-
ronment sound and silence segments.
STE is mainly used in silence detection. From table 4, we choose 10 as its
threshold.

Table 4. Silence detection performance with different STE threshold

STE 5 10 15 20

Precision 0.652 0.731 0.574 0.541

SF is used for music/environment sound discrimination. Table 4 shows that
5 is the best threshold for SF . NoiseFrameRatial(NFR) is fixed as 0.80
as recommended in [30].

Table 5. Music/Environment discriminator performance with different SF threshold .

SF 5 10 15 20 25

Precison 0.772 0.709 0.670 0.634 0.591
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2. Parameter Values for AVMM Approach
The three important parameters for Audio-Visual Memory Models Approach
are the Memory Window Size (MWS), the Attention Span Size (ASS),
and the duration by which the analysis window is shifted back and di (δ).
Typically, we set MWS as 28 seconds and ASS as 14 seconds. Table 6 shows
the results when (MWS, ASS) was fixed at (28, 14) and δ was varied. The
parameter δ determines the number of samples of the correlation data. The
higher the δ value is , the more number of samples of the correlation data,
but the precision drops at a faster rate. We chose δ=1 second because it
gives the second highest utility second highest utility and offers a reasonable
number of correct scenes.

Table 6. AVMM Performance with MWS=28 and ASS=14 for different δ values.

δ Nc Nt Hr Hp Um Rt

0.5 30 253 0.517 0.118 0.635 2327

1 29 208 0.500 0.139 0.639 2305

1.5 20 141 0.345 0.142 0.487 2264

2 11 100 0.31 0.11 0.44 2252

3 8 53 0.14 0.15 0.29 2558

3. Determining Important Parameter Values for Our Approach
The most important parameters in our approach is the K-L divergency dis-
tance threshold. The performance of our approach under different values
of Distance threshold is shown in Table 7. From this table, we find that
the number of correct detected scene increase with the increase of distance
threshold. At the same time, the number of detected scene increase as well.
We choose the threshold as 23 since it has the highest utility and offers a
reasonable precision.

Table 7. Performance with different distance threshold values.

Distance Nc Nt Hr Hp Um Rt

15 18 142 0.31 0.131 0.441 2012

20 22 150 0.379 0.147 0.526 1897

23 34 168 0.586 0.202 0.788 1909

30 35 352 0.603 0.099 0.712 2001

5.3 Performance Comparison

After selecting the best values for important parameters for each technique,
the three techniques are compared. The results are shown in Table 8. CA and
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Table 8. Performance Comparison.

Technique HA FA
Nc Nt Hr Hp Um Rt Nc Nt Hr Hp Um Rt

CA 15 117 0.234 0.128 0.362 2077 24 110 0.414 0.218 0.632 2656

AVMM 25 175 0.403 0.143 0.546 2109 29 208 0.50 0.139 0.639 2305

Our Approach 31 139 0.50 0.223 0.723 2007 34 168 0.586 0.202 0.788 1909

AVMM do not perform so well on the test videos. Note that both precision and
recall are lower than those reported in the original works. This is due to the
fact that different test videos and scene definitions were used. In the original
evaluation of CA, the test videos was a set of news broadcasts. In our test, the
test videos are two full-length films with a wide range of camera motions and a
complex composition of shots. The longer the video, the higher the probability
that different types of camera motions and filming techniques are used, affecting
the effectiveness of the technique. Also, in the original evaluation of AVMM, only
adjacent N-type scenes are counted, other transitions were manually excluded.
In our approach, we deal with all types of scenes and the detected boundary was
only counted as correct when it was exactly the same as the boundary of the
manually detected scene.

Our approach outperforms existing techniques in all four metrics; it offers
about 2 times of the recall and precision of CA on ”Home Alone”(HA) test
video. Our approach gives higher recall and precision offered by AVMM with
the comparable running time. Furthermore, our approach takes less time than
both existing techniques to identify scene boundaries. The short running time
for 1.5 hour movies allows our approach to be performed on the fly once the
users identify their desirable weights for recall or precision. Our approach can
be easily extended to output the reasons that shots are clustered together. This
information is useful for effective browsing and for adding annotations to each
scene.

Nevertheless, when look at the performance table, an observation is that
despite the improvement offered by our approach, the utilities of the three tech-
niques are relatively low due to the complexity of the problem.

6 Concluding Remarks

Effective shot clustering techniques grouping related shots into scenes are im-
portant for content-based browsing and retrieval of video data. However, it is
difficult to develop a good shot clustering technique if we use visual information
alone. Using audio information attract relatively few attention. In this paper,
we introduce a strict scene definition and a novel divergency measurement. We
present a novel audio assisted shot clustering technique based on the strict scene
definition and divergency measurement. The crux of our approach is (i) the care-
ful analysis of feature space and distribution and (ii) the divergency concept used
to measure the distance between shots.
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Given the complexity of the problem, our experimental results indicate that
our approach performs reasonably well. It is more robust than two recent shot
clustering method using audio-video alignment techniques on full-length films
consisting of a wide range of camera motions and a complex composition of
related shots.

However, most of the parameters in our approach are get by experimental
observation, not from ”training”, a typical procedure from Artificial Intelligence
field. The reason is that the video segmentation, especially for complex com-
position motion pictures, is a quite subjective concept. It’s not easy to find an
decent pattern recognition model to solve this problem. Our experience suggests
that utilizing statistical analysis method alone will not improve the performance
much further. We are investigating the possibility of using Artificial Intelligence
model to improve the segmentation accuracy.
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